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1. Heritage process 

2. Conflict of values 
Symbolic value 

Values of economic growth 

Values of human dignity 

Experience value 



A heritage of secrecy 

The fortress of Hemsön, Sweden 



Former NATO base at Odderøya, Kristiansand, Norway 

A heritage of alliances 



The fortress of Stevnsfort, Rødby, Denmark 

A heritage of reassurance … 



Irbene Radio Telescope, Latvia 

…and of oppression. 



A ‘negative’ heritage 

Subterranean soviet missile silo, Estonia 

Dark tourism 



The post-industrial society The post-military society 

Zolwerien, Germany Tahkuna bunker, Estonia 

“Just as post-industrialism does not abolish industry, or post-
modernism modernity, so post-militarism, while it transforms 
the military and militarism, does not remove them from central 
positions in the social structure.”  

Martin Shaw, 1991 



The post-industrial society The post-military society 
1. Political-economic changes: 

deindustrialisation 
A straightforward decline in the output of  manufactured 

goods or in employment in the manufacturing sector. A shift 

from manufacturing to the service sectors. New strategic 

demands of  mobility and flexibility (for companies). 

I.  Political-economical changes: 

demilitarisation 
End of  war preparation in large scale, reduction of  nation's 

army, weapons, and military vehicles to an agreed minimum 

of  weapons and troop forces. Professionalisation and end 

of  conscription. New strategic demands of  mobility and 

flexibility (for the Defence). 

II. Globalisation: economic and geographic 

expansion  
Industrial outsourcing and move to low-wage countries, the 

global market, multinational companies. 

II. Globalisation: economic and geographic 

expansion 
Global warfare, move from invasion defence to an 

internationally engaged input defence, enterprises of  

national rebuilding after conflicts. 

III. a) General technological development 
New technological inventions and better industrial 

production and process methods. 

III. a) General technological development  
New technological inventions and better industrial 

production and process methods, better fire power, and the 

development of  precision weapons.  

III. b) Digitalisation: the digital revolution   
Digital technology replaces human labour. 

III. b) Digitalisation: the digital revolution  
New military technology replaces soldiers. Development of  

digital precision weapons, remote-controlled weapons, and 

drones. The construction of  the “The digital fortress” 

against cyber attacks.  

IV. Consequences: Heritagisation 
The appearance of  mental distance; creation of  a new 

culture heritage; aestheticisation, valorisation and 

regeneration processes; appearance of  “vacant spaces”. 

IV. Consequences: Heritagisation 
The appearance of  mental distance; creation of  a new 

culture heritage; aestheticisation, valorisation and 

regeneration processes; appearance of  “vacant spaces”. 

Comparison between the post-industrial society and the post-military society in the West. Figure by 

author. 



The heritagisation of  
the Cold War military structures.  

A highly centralized process in 
Sweden – a rationalisation both in 
terms of organisation and identity 

The locality of Swedish military-historical museums after the rationalisation in 90s. 



Identification & Selection  

Investigations by cultural heritage 

institutions and researchers 

Declaration  

Up-grading decision-making by 

the authorities 

The fortress of Boden, Sweden 

! 
A gendered 

heritage 

A 



Salvation  

Emotional preservation actions by 

private initiatives and driving forces 

The Former NATO-base at Odderøya, Kristiansand 



An emotional heritage 

Reconnaissance station Gruvan, Aspö, Sweden 



Depiction & representation 

Nostalgic and popularized 

presentations by artists, 

museums, authors and directors  

 



The fortress of Boden, Sweden 

A perishable heritage 

Conservation 

Protection, preservation and management 

by cultural heritage institutions 



HEMSÖN 
Valorization 

Implied by regional planners, museums 

and tourism entrepreneurs 

Destination of Hemsön, Sweden 



Fortress of Hemsön, Sweden 



Fortress of Hemsön, Sweden 



HEMSÖN 
Valorization 

Implied by regional planners, museums 

and tourism entrepreneurs 

Destination of Hemsön, Sweden 

Values of economic growth 



Christer Sefbom, entrepreneur at Hemsö fästning 

The county museum 

(länsmuseet) as 

destination developer? 

The tourism entrepreneur 

as antiquarian? 

http://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=110&artikel=5813524






1. Collaboration, support and ownership by the local 

community. Ideas and commitment comes from the 

islanders themselves, for ex through associations. 

2. Focus on long term commercial projects in which 

stakeholders also take charge of what is offered 

3. The municipality plays an important role as a 

supporter of projects and a promoter for 

regional actions. 

Hemsö fästning, Sverige 

Rural Development Agency in Sweden have 

identified three success factors for a 

positive use of the archipelago’s natural and 

cultural assets: 





Education 

Instrumental use of history 

for pedagogical purposes 

Stevnsfort, Rødby, Denmark 

Symbolic  values 



Aeroseum, Gothenburg, Sweden 

Sensation & Socialization 

Activities by visitors on the 

site 



Valorization 

Implied by regional planners, 

museums and tourism 

entrepreneurs 

Sensation & Socialization 

Activities by visitors on the 

site 

Education 

Instrumental use of history for 

pedagogical reasons 

(Per Strömberg 2011) 

Commodification 

Heritage integrated in events 

& spectacles, merchandising 

& souvenirs by entrepreneurs 

From heritage to  

tourist attraction 

All the stages produces heritage 

Identification & Selection  

Investigations by cultural 

heritage institutions and 

researchers 

Declaration  

Up-grading decision-

making by the authorities 

Salvation  

Emotional preservation 

actions by private 

initiatives and driving 

forces 

Conservation 

Protection and 

management by cultural 

heritage institutions 

Depiction & representation 

Nostalgic and popularized 

presentations by artists, 

authors and directors  

 

From usage to heritage 



Saab marketing event (2007) at Aeroseum aviation centre, Gothenburg, Sweden 

Experience value 



The concert of the week at Swedish Public 

Service channel, March 2010:  Tonbruket at 

Aeroseum 

Aeroseum Aviation center, Gothenburg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrFoBzqsZXA


The Terracotta army exhibition, Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities (2011), Sthlm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_BV5j4F2mI


Airsoft games at the fortress of Hemsön, Sweden 



James Bond land? 

Creative destruction or destrcutive creativity? 



Bunker 42, Moscow 



Underground museum of Socialism, Nemecine, Lithuania 

Dark tourism attraction 

Values of human dignity 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az9OLDr8tCw


Mental distance  
&  

Cultural sorting 

Skälsö Architects: Bungenäs, Gotland, Sweden 



Fortress of Fårösund, Gotland, Sweden 



Fortress of Fårösund, Gotland, Sweden 



Cultural integrity 

Everyday 

perspective 

Genuine simplicity 

Restrained creativity 

Moderation 

Commercialization 

The extra-ordinary 

Conceptual refinement 

Imagination 

Spectacularity 

in uses of heritage A sense of ‘cultural 

balance’ 

Symbolic values 

Values of economic growth 

Values of human dignity 

Experience value 

Knowledge transfer 
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Tusen takk ! 


